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Developmental plasticity generates phenotypic variation, but how
it contributes to evolutionary change is unclear. Phenotypes of
individuals in caste-based (eusocial) societies are particularly sen-
sitive to developmental processes, and the evolutionary origins of
eusociality may be rooted in developmental plasticity of ancestral
forms. We used an integrative genomics approach to evaluate the
relationships among developmental plasticity, molecular evolu-
tion, and social behavior in a bee species (Megalopta genalis) that
expresses flexible sociality, and thus provides a window into the
factors that may have been important at the evolutionary origins
of eusociality. We find that differences in social behavior are de-
rived from genes that also regulate sex differentiation and meta-
morphosis. Positive selection on social traits is influenced by the
function of these genes in development. We further identify evi-
dence that social polyphenisms may become encoded in the ge-
nome via genetic changes in regulatory regions, specifically in
transcription factor binding sites. Taken together, our results pro-
vide evidence that developmental plasticity provides the substrate
for evolutionary novelty and shapes the selective landscape for mo-
lecular evolution in a major evolutionary innovation: Eusociality.
social evolution | Megalopta genalis | transcription factor binding | genetic
accommodation | gene regulation
Changing conditions during development can yield new phe-notypes from a single genotype, without an underlying mu-
tation or other sources of genetic variation (1–3). These novel
phenotypes are exposed to selection and may confer fitness
benefits or costs. This suggests that developmental variation can
play a role in evolution, but in order to do so, mechanisms
producing novel phenotypes must be written into the genetic
code in a process called genetic accommodation (2). This evo-
lutionary process, where novel phenotypes arise first through
developmental plasticity, complements the more well-known
pattern where novel phenotypes first arise through genetic var-
iants (4). In both cases, beneficial and harmful novelties are
sorted by selection, helping to shape patterns of adaptive evo-
lution, but the key difference lies in the initial source of phe-
notypic variation. An outstanding question in evolutionary
biology is thus how often phenotypic selection arising from en-
vironmental variance is translated into genetic change, and thus
the extent to which plasticity in preexisting developmental
pathways helps shape the evolution of novel phenotypes (2,
4–12). Answering this question requires a better understanding
of the mechanisms and fitness consequences of development as
they relate to the expression of novel traits (8, 12–15).
Developmental plasticity is likely important in the evolution of
animal behavior, because behavioral traits are sensitive to envi-
ronmental cues (15–18), and changes in behavior promote se-
lection on associated physiological and morphological characters
(16, 17, 19, 20). Eusociality is a complex phenotype that repre-
sents a major evolutionary innovation in animal behavior. It in-
volves coordinated changes in a suite of traits, resulting in
reproductive queens and workers that forego reproduction and
cooperate to help raise their siblings. A hallmark of eusociality is
that extreme differences in physiology, morphology, and behav-
ior of queens and workers develop from a shared genome in
response to varying environmental conditions (e.g., nutrition,
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social crowding). Developmental plasticity is thus central to
evolutionary elaborations of eusociality, and plays a critical role
in generating eusocial phenotypes. However, preexisting varia-
tion in developmental processes may also have facilitated the
origins of eusociality (21). Like other complex behaviors (22, 23),
the evolution of eusociality involves coordinated shifts in the
timing and tissue-specificity of expression among conserved sets
of interacting genes (24). Research with social ants, bees, and
wasps has shown that social behavior is associated with differ-
ential expression of hundreds of interacting genes, many of
which are ancient and pleiotropic (25–28). This suggests that the
genes regulating social behavior in eusocial species likely
descended from genes with different functions in the solitary
ancestors that gave rise to eusociality.
One way that existing genes may become repurposed for new
functions is through regulatory change, so they are expressed in
new spatiotemporal and epistatic contexts (2). Comparative
studies have shown that genes with regulatory functions are
under selection in eusocial species (29, 30). Furthermore, evo-
lutionary transitions from solitary to eusocial lifestyles are as-
sociated with changes in how gene-expression networks are
organized (31), specifically with increased binding potential of
transcription factors in the promoter regions of genes in con-
served hormone pathways (30). This suggests that social traits
may emerge from evolutionary changes in the way ancient genes
are expressed.
Gene networks that regulate developmental plasticity may be
a nexus of such regulatory changes that enable the evolution of
social traits from ancient genes. Many of the genes underlying
social behavior in insects respond to variable developmental
conditions (e.g., diet, aggression, hormone levels) to produce
adults with different behavioral traits (e.g., workers, queens)
(32–36). Accordingly, the leading hypotheses proposed to ex-
plain how eusociality evolves from a solitary ancestor evoke
developmental processes as a source of initial phenotypic vari-
ation for traits related to social behavior. These developmental
processes include diapause (37), developmental heterochrony
(38), and reproductive or endocrine ground plans (39–41). In
support of these hypotheses, genes that are differentially
expressed between ant and honey bee castes are also differen-
tially expressed during reproductive development in flies (42).
Furthermore, genes with a conserved role in insect sex differ-
entiation (i.e., feminizer, doublesex) are differentially expressed
between castes in ants (43), stingless bees (44), and honey bees
(36, 45). These observations suggest genes that regulate devel-
opment have been co-opted for eusociality, but the evolutionary
processes by which this may have occurred is unknown.
Alternatively, if social evolution is initiated by novel genetic
variants (e.g., mutation), then genes underlying eusociality
should initially be limited in number and taxonomic breadth
(46). Evidence for this comes from the finding that taxonomically
restricted honey bee genes are enriched among those with a
signature of positive selection (47) and are disproportionately
expressed in derived tissues with unique functions in sociality
(48). Furthermore, genes that are differentially expressed be-
tween social castes, and thus likely play a role in social behavior,
are enriched for genes without known orthologs in a variety of
social insect species (49–51), and have reduced pleiotropy among
ants (52). Deciphering the relative contributions of novel genetic
variants and plasticity-led evolution in the origins of eusociality
thus requires explicit analysis of the relationship between the
genes that regulate developmental plasticity and the genes un-
derpinning eusociality, and how these are shaped by natural
selection.
We explored the relationship between development and
eusociality in a facultatively eusocial bee, Megalopta genalis.
Females of this species deploy either a solitary or social strategy,
and solitary and eusocial nests co-occur within populations
(Fig. 1A). Investigating the mechanisms underpinning these al-
ternative strategies provides a window into factors that may have
been important at the evolutionary origins of eusociality. We
generated a draft genome assembly and annotation forM. genalis
comparable in quality to other bee genomes (N50 scaffold > 3.6
Mbp, 98% complete BUSCOs) (SI Appendix, Supplemental Re-
sults, Figs. S1–S4, and Tables S1–S4). We aligned RNA se-
quences from two previous studies of M. genalis to this genome
assembly to investigate the mechanistic links between develop-
ment and eusociality (53, 54). Specifically, we tested the hy-
pothesis that eusociality evolves from existing genes that regulate
development by comparing gene-expression changes among life
stages and sexes (53), with gene-expression differences among
social phenotypes within a single life stage and sex (54) (Fig. 1B).
We approached this hypothesis from a transcriptomic perspec-
tive because co-option of developmental pathways for novel
functions is likely to involve shifts in gene expression (2, 10).
We also used population genomics to investigate how devel-
opment influences molecular evolution associated with euso-
ciality. We sequenced whole genomes of nine solitary and nine
social nest foundresses from a single population and analyzed
over 4.5 M single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) to identify
genomic signatures of selection and genetic variants associated
with social phenotype. We used these data to test the hypothesis
that variation in preexisting developmental processes help shape
selection on traits related to eusociality.
Finally, we identified genetic variants associated with social
strategy to explore ways in which mechanisms that generate
plastic phenotypes can become genetically encoded. Our results
provide evidence that the mechanisms underlying social plasticity
are shared with ancient developmental processes, such as sex
differentiation and metamorphosis, that molecular evolution of
genes related to eusociality is influenced by their role in regu-
lating these developmental processes, and that eusociality
emerging from developmental plasticity may be written into the
genome via genetic variants that alter gene regulatory networks.
Results
Gene-Expression Changes during Development Are Correlated with
Gene-Expression Differences among Social Phenotypes. If de-
velopmental plasticity facilitates the origins of eusociality, then
genes that are differentially expressed among social phenotypes
should also be differentially expressed during sex differentiation
or metamorphosis. Correlation analysis showed that differences
in gene expression, measured as log2 fold-change (logFC), be-
tween sexes and life stages were significantly correlated with
gene-expression differences among adult females with different
social phenotypes (see Fig. 1B for contrasts). As expected, the
strongest correlations in gene-expression differences were
among social types within similar tissues (e.g., brain, abdomen).
All 15 correlation tests of logFC for gene-expression differences
between social types were significant for genes expressed in ab-
dominal tissue (e.g., logFC queen vs. worker correlated with
logFC queen vs. solitary) and 14 (93%) were significant for genes
expressed in brain tissue (Spearman’s ρ, Benjamini–Hochberg
adjusted P < 0.001) (Fig. 2 and Dataset S5). However, there was
also a strong correlation of expression differences among social
types with expression differences between sexes (i.e., adult males
and females). This pattern was tissue-specific, with sex differ-
ences in the abdomen correlating most strongly with social dif-
ferences in the abdomen (six of six significant correlations)
(Fig. 2) and, similarly, for brain tissue (five of six significant
correlations) (Fig. 2). Contrasts between reproductive social
phenotypes (e.g., queen vs. replacement queen) were among the
most strongly correlated with expression differences between
sexes. This finding suggests that the correlations we observe are
not based exclusively on genes expressed in activated ovaries or
related to differences in reproduction. We also observed strong
13616 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.2000344117 Kapheim et al.
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correlations among gene-expression differences across life stages
and social types, although this pattern was more evident in the
abdominal tissue of social types than in brain tissue (Fig. 2). Of
90 correlation tests between gene-expression changes during
development (i.e., sex or life-stage contrasts) and gene-
expression differences in abdominal tissue among social types,
73 (81%) were significant (Spearman’s ρ, Benjamini–Hochberg
adjusted P < 0.001) (Dataset S5). A majority of correlation tests
(64 of 90 [71%]) were also significant when comparing gene-
expression differences during development and in the brain tis-
sue of social types. Together, these results demonstrate that
genes that are dynamically expressed during development are
also dynamically expressed across social types. Conversely, genes
for which expression is stable during development are not gen-
erally differentially expressed among social types, and thus are
not likely to have a role in social behavior.
Plasticity of Developmental Gene Expression Is Predictive of
Gene-Expression Plasticity among Social Types. If plasticity in gene
networks underlying developmental processes led to novel phe-
notypes important in the evolution of eusociality, then gene-
expression plasticity during development should be predictive
of gene-expression plasticity related to social behavior. We
tested this prediction by calculating a plasticity index for every
gene among developmental stages, sexes, and adult social types
in our two independent datasets. This index measures departure
from uniform expression for each gene by summarizing the
magnitude of expression changes across multiple contexts
(i.e., life stages, sexes, social types) (Fig. 1B). It is derived from
the Euclidean distance (i.e., square root of the sum of squares of
logFC), and is thus similar to the mean absolute logFC across
conditions, but summing the squares gives large expression
differences more weight. Thus, genes with higher expression in a
single group have a higher plasticity index than mean absolute
logFC, and this provides a better characterization of expression
plasticity (55). The plasticity index has been previously used to
describe the evolutionary properties of genes that function in
social behavior (42, 55), and here we used it to determine how
well developmental plasticity predicts social plasticity in terms of
gene expression.
We used model selection methods to identify the best pre-
dictors of expression plasticity among social types (i.e., social
plasticity index for genes expressed in the abdomen or brain).
Potential predictor variables included other types of gene-
expression plasticity (i.e., plasticity index for developmental
stages, sex, and social types in other tissues), evolutionary
history of each gene (i.e., orthogroup age, evolutionary rate,
duplicability, and copy number variation), and other proper-
ties of gene expression (i.e., average expression level, co-
efficient of expression variation within social types [C.V.])
(Dataset S1).
We found that developmental expression plasticity is highly
predictive of social-expression plasticity. Gene-expression plas-
ticity across both sex and life stage were among the strongest
significant predictors of expression plasticity between social types
in two separate models describing brain and abdominal gene
expression (Fabdomen = 723.25, Pabdomen < 2.2e-16, n = 9,284
genes; Fbrain = 1407.60, Pbrain < 2.2e-16, n = 9,251 genes)
(Fig. 3 A–D). Estimated coefficients for stage and sex plasticity
were 3 to 19× as high as the next strongest predictor (orthogroup
age), even though these data were derived from a completely
different set of individuals, sexes, tissues, and developmental
stages (Fig. 3 E and F and SI Appendix, Tables S5–S8). A quadratic
model best described the relationship between developmental and
A
B
Fig. 1. Study organism and experimental design. (A) Schematic of the social biology of M. genalis. Foundresses (white) may remain solitary (green) by
producing all male (blue) offspring in the first brood or become queens (purple) of eusocial nests. Among eusocial nests, females of the first brood of
offspring are typically workers. Reproductive daughters (red) are produced in later broods. If a queen is usurped, dies, or is experimentally removed from the
nest, a worker commences egg-laying, becoming a “replacement queen” (orange dashed line) (78, 109). (B) Contrasts used to evaluate three types of
phenotypic plasticity in M. genalis, ranging from least to most recent in origin (110–112). Lines indicate gene-expression contrasts that evaluate life stage
plasticity (among eggs, larvae, pupae, and adult abdomens in males and females), sex differentiation plasticity (between males and females in pupae, brains,
and abdomens of adults), and social plasticity (among adult females characterized as workers [yellow], queens [purple], solitary females [green], and re-
placement queens [orange] in brain and abdomens).
Kapheim et al. PNAS | June 16, 2020 | vol. 117 | no. 24 | 13617
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social plasticity, indicating that genes with moderate levels of
developmental plasticity tended to have the highest levels of
social plasticity and genes with high levels of developmental
plasticity had similar or slightly lower social plasticity
(Fig. 3 A–D). The linear component of the developmental
plasticity indices consistently had the largest model coefficients
(Fig. 3 E and F), indicating that developmental plasticity is a
strong positive predictor of social plasticity. Permutation
analysis revealed that the observed coefficients derived from
model selection were within the range of those obtained when
gene-expression data are permuted across individuals (SI Ap-
pendix, Tables S5 and S6), further suggesting that genes, which
are coexpressed in one context (e.g., social types), tend to also
be coexpressed in other contexts (e.g., development).
Model results also suggested that the molecular signatures
of sociality operate independently across tissues. Another
type of plasticity, expression plasticity within tissues and social
types (C.V.), was a strong predictor of the social plasticity
index in brain tissue (coefficient = 0.42, t = 49.23, P < 2e-16),
but not abdominal tissue. The plasticity index between social
types in brain and abdominal tissues were significant predic-
tors of one another, but the effect size relative to other vari-
ables was small, considering these samples came from the
same set of individuals (coefficient brain social plasticity on
abdomen social plasticity = −0.006; coefficient abdomen so-
cial plasticity on brain social plasticity = −0.031) (SI Appendix,
Tables S7 and S8).
Shared Components of Developmental and Social Gene-Expression
Networks Are Enriched for Ancient Genes with Evidence of Positive
Selection in Social Species. Development is largely governed by
regulatory relationships in gene-expression networks (2, 56). We
therefore investigated the relationship between developmental
and social gene-expression networks using independent compo-
nents analysis (ICA). ICA models the expression of each gene in
each sample as a linear-weighted sum of independent compo-
nents (ICs). Each IC represents the effect of independent pro-
cesses influencing the overall expression profile within each
dataset (57) (SI Appendix, Figs. S7–S9). We identified 5 ICs for
the set of genes differentially expressed in abdominal tissue be-
tween two or more social phenotypes (false-discovery rate [FDR]
adjusted P < 0.05, |logFC| ≥ 1.2, n = 1,469 genes, 55 bees), and
47 ICs for the set of genes differentially expressed between two
or more life stages or sexes (n = 6,859 genes, 50 bees). We next
used graph correlational analysis to identify shared processes
influencing social and developmental plasticity. This revealed
sets of social ICs and developmental ICs that are significantly
correlated with one another (reciprocal ICs) (Fig. 3G).
If ancestral developmental variation facilitates social evolu-
tion, then highly correlated social ICs and developmental ICs
should be enriched for conserved genes related to social be-
havior. In support of this prediction, we find that most re-
ciprocally correlated ICs were significantly enriched for genes
that belong to ancient orthogroups that include genes shared by
vertebrates (hypergeometric tests: ICs1–47, P = 8.78e
−07; ICs2–14,
P = 0.04; ICs3–9, not significant [n.s.]; ICs4–16, P = 8.78e
−07;
Fig. 2. Correlation of logFC across life stages, sexes, and social phenotypes. Differential expression of genes from each pair of conditions was compared to all
other pairs to identify contrasts with significantly similar gene-expression changes. Circle size and color represent correlation strength (Spearman’s ρ); positive
or negative correlation indicates concordance or discordance in direction of differential expression, depending on order in which the dyad is listed (e.g., QvW
vs. WvR in red indicates a similar set of genes is up-regulated in Q and R compared with W); boxes highlight expression changes during development cor-
related with expression differences in abdominal (orange) or brain (green) tissue among social types; empty cells indicate correlations were not statistically
significant (Benjamini–Hochberg adjusted P < 0.001); correlation and P values are in Dataset S5.
13618 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.2000344117 Kapheim et al.
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A B
C D
E F
G
Fig. 3. Gene-expression patterns associated with eusociality are associated with developmental plasticity. (A–F) Expression plasticity index among life stages
and sexes were strong significant predictors in statistical models predicting expression plasticity among adult female social phenotypes for genes expressed in
both abdominal (A, C, and E) and brain (B, D, and F) tissues. Social plasticity indices were fit to a quadratic model based on goodness-of-fit tests and the
nature of the relationship between social and developmental plasticity indices (SI Appendix, Fig. S5). (A–D) Line is fitted to a quadratic model, shading in-
dicates 95% confidence interval. (E and F) Unconditional coefficients are estimated frommultimodel inference (intercept coefficients not shown), Coefficients
for both linear and quadratic terms are shown. (G) ICA to infer regulatory module networks in gene-expression data identify ICs associated with social
plasticity and developmental plasticity. Social ICs are significantly correlated with ICs activated across developmental life stages, suggesting social gene
expression networks are embedded within developmental gene networks. Arrow width indicates correlation strength. Numbers label each IC.
Kapheim et al. PNAS | June 16, 2020 | vol. 117 | no. 24 | 13619
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ICs5–20, P = 0.003). Most reciprocally correlated ICs were also
enriched for genes with evidence of positive selection in M.
genalis (see McDonald–Kreitman test results below; hyper-
geometric tests: ICs1–47, P = 0.003; ICs2–14, P = 0.0005; ICs3–9,
P = 0.003; ICs4–16, P = 0.003; ICs5–20, n.s.). Most highly and
reciprocally correlated ICs were enriched for genes under posi-
tive selection in highly eusocial species compared to solitary
species (58) (hypergeometric tests: ICs1–47, P = 3.74e
−05; ICs2–14,
P = 0.04; ICs3–9, P = 0.004; ICs4–16, n.s.; ICs5–20, n.s.). These
results support the hypothesis that components of gene regula-
tory networks that function in social behavior are derived from
conserved developmental gene networks.
Genes Involved in Sociality Are Enriched for Genes under Positive
Selection. We next investigated the evolutionary consequences
of developmental processes by exploring the relationship be-
tween molecular evolution and developmental and social plas-
ticity. Previous research in ants and bees showed that genes
differentially expressed among castes (i.e., caste-biased genes)
evolve faster and undergo stronger adaptive evolution than
noncaste-biased genes (27, 47, 59–63). However, these studies
focused on derived, obligately eusocial species that likely expe-
rience different regimes of natural selection than those relevant
to the origins of eusociality. In contrast, there was no evidence
for rapid molecular evolution in caste-biased genes in Polistes
canadensis wasps, which have simpler forms of eusociality, al-
though no females nest alone as a viable behavioral alternative
(50). Both social and solitary behavior are viable lifestyles for M.
genalis, which provides the opportunity to evaluate the hypoth-
esis that developmental plasticity influences adaptive evolution
relating to the origins of eusociality.
We tested this hypothesis with whole-genome resequencing
data from 18 M. genalis females and 1 outgroup M. amoena fe-
male. First, we used model selection methods to identify the best
predictors of the neutrality index (NI) for each gene. NI mea-
sures the direction and degree of departure from neutral evo-
lution, with NI close to zero indicating strong positive selection
and NI > 1 indicating negative selection (64). We found that
genes with high levels of social plasticity in both the brain and
abdomen had NI close to zero, indicating that genes with the
greatest magnitude of expression differences among social
phenotypes tend to be under the strongest positive selection
(Fig. 4 A and B). The plasticity index of expression across
social phenotypes was the strongest significant predictor of
NI (compound Poisson linear model: tabdomen-social-plasticity =
2.43, Pabdomen-social-plasticity = 0.01; tbrain-social-plasticity = 3.79,
Pbrain-social-plasticity = 0.0002; n = 8,418 genes) (SI Appendix, Table
S9). The estimated model coefficient for social plasticity was
1.8× (brain) or 1.1× (abdomen) as high as the next strongest
predictor (orthogroup age) (SI Appendix, Table S9). All of the
genes predicted to be under positive selection with NI also have
direction of selection > 0, indicating that our estimates of posi-
tive selection were not conflated with weak purifying selection
(Dataset S1) (65).
Second, we found significant enrichment of caste-biased genes
among those under positive selection in a McDonald–Kreitman
test (25% of genes under positive selection are caste-biased,
hypergeometric test: P = 0.03). Most of these genes (65%) were
up-regulated in queen versus worker abdomens, and include
genes that function in reproduction in honey bees (e.g., orthologs
of the Drosophila melanogaster genes notch and yolkless), in-
dicating that reproductive function is likely under strong selec-
tion, as shown for other eusocial bees with a solitary phase prior
to the emergence of workers (60, 66).
Developmental Plasticity Helps Shape Selection on Social Traits. We
next investigated how the relationship between adaptive evolu-
tion and caste-biased gene expression is influenced by de-
velopmental processes. If ancestral patterns of developmental
plasticity influence selection on social behavior, then signatures
of selection on caste-biased genes may stem from their role in
nonsocial processes, such as sex determination or meta-
morphosis. Consistent with this prediction, we found that genes
under positive selection (as identified with a McDonald–
Kreitman test) were significantly enriched for those exhibiting
expression bias among males and females (32%, hypergeometric
test: P = 0.009) or stages of development (87%, hypergeometric
test: P = 0.005). All but one of the caste-biased genes under
positive selection were also differentially expressed as a function
of development (Fig. 4C). Together, these results support the
hypothesis that selection on genes involved in social behavior is
likely influenced by their expression patterns in developmental
contexts.
Genetic Variants Associated with Social Phenotype May Influence
Gene Regulation. While developmental plasticity can produce
new phenotypes that are exposed to selection, the mechanisms
that generate these new variants must be encoded in the genome
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Fig. 4. The relationship between eusociality and molecular evolution is influenced by developmental plasticity. Social plasticity of gene expression in the
abdomen (A) and brain (B) are significant predictors of adaptive evolution, as inferred from analysis of the NI (∼0, positive selection; NI > 1, negative selection;
red line, NI = 1). The orthogroup age of each M. genalis gene reflects the taxonomic span of species with orthologs in each orthogroup. (C) Genes under
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to contribute to evolution (2). We therefore identified tentative
genetic variants associated with M. genalis foundress strategy
(e.g., social or solitary) (Fig. 1A). We identified 26 significantly
differentiated regions in the genomes of solitary and social
foundresses (45-SNP windows, average Fst > 0.15, Storey’s Q <
0.01) (SI Appendix, Figs. S10 and S11 and Dataset S2). Individual
SNPs with high Fst (>0.2) in these significantly differentiated
regions were not enriched for any particular genomic feature
(e.g., exons, introns), relative to the total number of SNPs in
each type of feature (χ2 = 8.97, P = 0.78).
A likely means by which plasticity is encoded into the genome
is through genetic variants that affect regulatory relationships of
existing gene networks (2, 67–70). Previous research suggests
that the transition from a solitary to eusocial lifestyle likely in-
volved adaptive changes in gene regulation, specifically in tran-
scription factor (TF) binding activity (30). We therefore
investigated how genetic variants associated with M. genalis
foundress strategy within the 26 significantly differentiated re-
gions are predicted to alter TF binding probability. Among SNPs
with significantly high Fst (>0.2) in promoter regions or introns
within these differentiated regions, 32.1% (42 of 131) signifi-
cantly affected the binding probability of one or more TFs be-
tween social forms. These included nearly half of 13 TFs
involved in neurogenesis or endocrine-mediated gene expression
that have been previously identified as important in social evo-
lution (tai/met, CG5180, side, h, br, and lola) (30) (Fig. 5, SI
Appendix, Table S10, and Datasets S3 and S4). These results
suggest genetic variants that confer regulatory effects on gene
expression may be an important mode by which plastic traits can
become integrated into the genome.
Discussion
Developmental plasticity is an important source of phenotypic
novelty, and developmental gene networks that generate novel
variants may therefore contribute to the evolution of new traits,
even if genetic variation is initially absent (2). This plasticity-led
pattern of evolution has been documented less frequently than
evolutionary change that is initiated when new phenotypes arise
from mutation or other sources of genetic variation. This is
particularly true for complex behavioral phenotypes, such as
eusociality, despite theoretical and increasing empirical support
that plasticity in ancestral developmental mechanisms shapes
subsequent evolution (2, 4, 7, 11, 12, 15, 16, 21, 71, 72).
Our findings provide multiple lines of evidence that de-
velopmental plasticity may have facilitated the evolutionary or-
igins of eusociality. Contrary to expectations under evolution
initiated by mutation or other sources of genetic variants, we do
not find evidence that genes underpinning eusociality are taxo-
nomically restricted or limited in number. Instead, we find that
the transcriptional underpinnings of social plasticity in a facul-
tatively eusocial sweat bee are highly related to transcriptional
plasticity in development. Changes in gene expression during
metamorphosis and sex differentiation are highly correlated with
differences in gene expression among females that differ in social
behavior (Fig. 2), and expression plasticity during development is
the strongest predictor of expression plasticity related to social
phenotype (Fig. 3 A–F). Furthermore, gene-expression networks
related to social plasticity are embedded within developmental
gene networks (Fig. 3G), and the most correlated components of
these networks are enriched for ancient genes under positive
selection in social species that represent multiple independent
origins of eusociality. Overall, these results suggest that mecha-
nisms underpinning eusociality are derived from tinkering of
developmental gene regulatory networks important for other
traits.
Complex behavioral phenotypes, like eusociality, are particu-
larly likely to be influenced by selection acting upon preexisting
plasticity (9, 15, 21). However, direct tests of this hypothesis have
been limited by the fact that there are no known eusocial pop-
ulations recently derived from—and contemporaneous with—
solitary ones. Many bee species exhibit facultative sociality across
latitudinal and altitudinal clines, but numerous biotic and abiotic
factors differ for populations in different environments (73). In
contrast, species like M. genalis, in which solitary and eusocial
phenotypes co-occur within a population, are relatively rare, but
permit direct comparisons of individuals that express solitary and
social behavior under roughly constant ecological conditions.
This kind of natural experiment provides a clear comparative
picture of the intrinsic mechanisms underlying sociality, without
the confounding effects of environmental variation, and thus
serves as a proxy for a transitional state that is likely to have oc-
curred in the evolutionary transition from a solitary ancestor (74).
An additional advantage to focusing on a facultatively eusocial
species like M. genalis is that our analyses are unbiased with
regard to gene orthology. Highly conserved genes are more likely
to function in ancient processes like metamorphosis or sex dif-
ferentiation. Thus, cross-species comparisons limited to con-
served genes could lead to an inflated estimate for the role of
development in eusocial evolution. By focusing on differences in
social phenotypes within a single population, we are able to in-
clude all genes, even those with no identifiable orthologs, and
without a priori knowledge of their function in core processes.
Our finding that developmental gene-expression networks pro-
vide the transcriptional underpinnings for the expression of so-
cial plasticity in M. genalis is thus unbiased with regard to gene
orthology, and is based on the full complement of genes in
this species.
Our results complement existing support for plasticity-led
evolution of sociality in this species, which involves both phe-
notypic and genetic accommodation (2, 21). Phenotypic accom-
modation is adaptive adjustment of a developmentally induced
phenotype (2, 75), and evidence for this comes from detecting
preexisting plasticity and cryptic genetic variation in new de-
velopmental contexts (4). Evidence that there has been pheno-
typic accommodation of sociality in M. genalis comes from the
fact that the facultative expression of sociality is induced by the
social environment. Nest-founding females actively adjust the
quality and quantity of pollen and nectar provided to their de-
veloping daughters (76), and this yields ecologically relevant
physiological variation among adults that is reflective of differ-
ences between queens and workers (77). Additionally, the pres-
ence of queens in the nest suppresses reproductive maturation in
her worker daughters (78), likely in part through aggressive be-
havioral interactions (79–83). Our present results also add to the
evidence for phenotypic accommodation by revealing cryptic
genetic differentiation among social and solitary females against
an otherwise undifferentiated genomic background.
We also found evidence that there has been subsequent
modification of sociality through genetic accommodation (in the
sense of ref. 11). We identified significant genetic differences in
TF binding propensity between social- and solitary-biased alleles,
suggesting that the regulation of genes that function in social
behavior has been refined through molecular evolution. We
additionally found that socially expressed genes are under posi-
tive selection, indicating that the regulation of genes related to
social behavior is adaptively shaped by evolution in this ancestral
proxy population. Moreover, caste-biased genes in M. genalis
have been previously shown to be under strong positive selection
in obligately eusocial species, suggesting that there has been
adaptive refinement of these genes in derived lineages (54). Our
study thus provides the missing pieces of an emerging picture for
plasticity-led social evolution in a facultatively eusocial bee.
Conclusion
Accumulating evidence for a role of developmental plasticity in
evolution has led some to criticize the proximate-ultimate
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framework by which the study of novel traits has advanced for
the last 50 y (84). This criticism is based on the assertion that this
partition hinders thinking about reciprocal processes that influence
both proximate and ultimate explanations, such as developmental
plasticity. Perhaps no study of novel phenotypes has been so suc-
cessful at integrating proximate and ultimate analyses than those in
the field of sociogenomics, which aims to study the evolution of
social life in molecular terms within a Darwinian inclusive fitness
Fig. 5. Examples of altered TF binding probabilities among SNPs in high Fst outlier regions near four genes. Filled circles indicate position of SNPs within or
near gene models, which affect predicted binding of similarly colored TF(s). Positions within the motif affected by the SNP are denoted with asterisks, and
allele version (social or solitary), which is predicted to have motif binding, is marked via squares. Filled boxes in gene models indicate exons, and the filled
triangle denotes direction of transcription. Strand with predicted TF binding is denoted with a ± next to the TF name.
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framework (85). Despite the unabated success of this field, some
key findings suggest that additional factors need to be addressed for
a complete understanding of social evolution. This includes the
finding that many pathways regulating social behavior are ancient and
highly pleiotropic, and caste-biased gene expression only partially
explains observed patterns of molecular evolution (86, 87). Our study
shows that existing variation in developmental processes helps fill this
gap, providing support for a central role of developmental plasticity as
a source of functional variation that can both generate novel phe-
notypes in major evolutionary transitions, and shape the evolutionary
trajectories of these phenotypes.
Materials and Methods
Detailed materials and methods can be found in SI Appendix.
Genome Assembly and Annotation. We collected M. genalis bees from Barro
Colorado Island, Panama, in 2014 and 2015. Genomic DNA from four full
sibling males was isolated and sequenced for whole-genome assembly from
four Illumina shotgun libraries and three Illumina mate-pair libraries. Over
639 million reads were used for the assembly with SOAPdenovo2 (88). We
predicted gene models using both homology-based methods and de novo
methods, integrated by GLEAN (89). The M. genalis gene set, comprising
12,865 genes, was mapped to the OrthoDB v9 (90) orthology database at the
Hymenoptera, Insecta, Arthropoda, and Metazoa nodes in order to de-
lineate shared orthologs between M. genalis and other insects and other
animals. We detected and quantified repetitive elements in the M. genalis
genome de novo from short reads and annotated the genome sequence
assemblies (contigs and scaffolds ≥ 500 bp; n = 6,057, L = 405.985 Mbp).
Population Genomic Analysis. For population genetic analyses, genomic DNA
was isolated from the thoraces of 18 females (9 solitary, 9 social), 1 additional
adult male, and 1 femaleMegalopta amoena.M. amoena is also facultatively
eusocial and lives a similar lifestyle to M. genalis on Barro Colorado Island,
where this specimen was collected (91). We sequenced shotgun libraries for
each sample on a HiSEq. 4000 to an average depth of >39 million reads per
individual. Variant identification was conducted following GATK best prac-
tices. After filtering variants, we tested for admixture, relatedness, and de-
parture from Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium. We ran individual McDonald–Kreitman
tests and estimated the NI for each gene and corrected for FDR using the Simes/
Benjamini/Hochbergmethod (92).We then estimated the selection coefficient for all
genes in the genome using SNIPRE (93). We estimated Fst between social and soli-
tary nests using a Bayesian implementation to estimate the significance of each Fst
estimate (94–96). We extracted 26 45-SNP windows that were significant outliers
after a permutation testwith a stringent FDR andwere highly differentiated relative
to all SNPs in the genome (Storey’s Q< 0.01; Fst> 0.15), and extracted all SNPswithin
and around (±2,000 bp) these windows.
Differential Gene-Expression Analysis. RNA sequences from refs. 53 and 54
were aligned to the M. genalis genome assembly with STAR (97). This in-
cluded the sequences from the whole brains of 7 queens, 7 solitary females,
9 workers, 7 replacement queens and from the abdomens (without the gut)
of 7 queens, 7 solitary females, 6 workers, and 5 replacement queens. We
also had sequences from 3 female eggs, 1 male egg, 6 female larvae, 2 male
larvae, 4 female pupae, 4 male pupae, abdominal and brain tissue of 5 adult
females and 10 adult males. These bees were collected directly from natural
nests in the field, reared under ambient conditions in outdoor enclosures, or
collected from observation nests (also in the field). They were matched for
reproductive status within each social category (workers 10 to 24 d old, re-
placement queens 10 to 31 d old, queens 18 to 137 d old, solitary females 68
to 121 d old). Counts of reads per gene were calculated with featureCounts
in SubRead (98). Analysis of differential expression was completed with
DESeq2 (99) in R v3.4.4 (100). We calculated a plasticity index for each gene
in our expression set (n = 9,284) following Schrader et al. (55). More detail
about the plasticity index is available in SI Appendix.
Model Selection to Predict Expression Plasticity. We used model selection
methods implemented through glmulti (101) in R v3.4.4 (100) to investigate
the factors that best predict gene-expression plasticity among social types in
both brain and abdominal tissue. We included the following parameters in
the full model of social plasticity index in abdominal tissues: Average ex-
pression, sex plasticity index (linear and quadratic terms), stage plasticity
index (linear and quadratic terms), social plasticity index for the brain (linear
and quadratic terms), orthogroup age, coefficient of expression variation in
the abdomen across social types (to account for variance in expression un-
related to social type), and metrics of general evolvability, including
orthogroup evolutionary rate, orthogroup duplicability, orthogroup copy
number variation. The model for social plasticity index in the brain included
the same set of parameters, except social plasticity in the abdomen was
swapped for social plasticity in the brain, and coefficient of expression var-
iation was specific to the brain. Predictor variables were checked for multi-
collinearity using the VIF function built by Zuur et al. (102) and a threshold
of VIF = 3 (103). We then scaled all predictor variables to have mean of 0 and
SD of 1 to allow direct comparison of estimated coefficients. We fit these
models with a generalized linear models (GLM; family = γ, link = log), and
used Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) to identify the best fitting models.
GLM family and link parameters were determined by comparing models fit
to different distributions using the plot function in R v3.4.4. We obtained
unconditional estimates of model coefficients and 95% confidence intervals
with multimodel inference.
Correlation Analysis.Weused the function rcorrwith the Spearmanmethod in
the R package Hmisc v4.1.1 (104). We used p.adjust to apply a Benjamini–
Hochberg correction for multiple testing to the P values.
Independent Components Analysis. We ran ICA for each dataset using the
clusterFastICARuns function in MineICA (105), with 500 iterations and av-
erage linkage with hclust clustering. We compared ICs between the devel-
opment dataset and the social datasets using a correlation graph approach,
implemented with the function runCompareIcaSets. We extracted the top
1,000 contributing genes to reciprocal ICs with the function compareGenes
(type = “union”, cutoff = 3), and used phyper in R v3.5.1 to test for signif-
icant overlap with genes identified as under positive selection in the
McDonald–Kreitman test, genes identified as under selection associated
with sociality in previous comparative genomics studies (30, 58), and genes
belonging to orthogroups that share ancestry with vertebrates.
Model Selection for Predictors of NI. We used compound Poisson GLMs with
package cplm (106) in R v3.4.4 (100) to model the NI for each gene. We
selected among models with different combinations of parameters based on
AIC, and found strong support (ΔAIC >10) for the full model that included
average expression, tau index, orthogroup age, and plasticity indices for
stage, sex, and social type (both abdomen and brain) with both linear and
quadratic terms.
Enrichment Tests of Genes under Positive Selection. We used hypergeometric
tests, implemented with phyper in R v3.4.4 (100), to test for significant en-
richment among genes that are conditionally expressed (|log FC| > 1.2 and
Benjamini–Hochberg adjusted P < 0.05) in each context (sex, stage, social
type) with those that were identified as under positive directional selection
in the McDonald–Kreitman test.
TF Binding Probability Analysis. We scanned 201-bp regions surrounding
intronic SNPs or SNPs upstream of 22 genes in significantly differentiated
regions (131 SNPs from Dataset S2 with Fst > 0.2 between solitary and social
forms) for TF binding sites using FIMO (107). We used Fst > 0.2 as a cutoff to
restrict our analysis of differences in TF binding probability to those SNPs
that are most differentiated between solitary and social foundresses. (Fst >
0.2 is approximately the 95% quantile for Fst of individual SNPs across the
genome and corresponds to P < 0.02.) TF position weight matrices for 223
motifs were obtained from FlyFactorSurvey (108) for representative Dro-
sophila motifs, as in ref. 30 (Dataset S3). The SNP of interest was deemed to
have an effect on TF binding if only one allele had a significant (P < 0.0001)
match to a given TF with FIMO, and/or if the ratio of FIMO scores was
greater than |1.5|.
Data Availability. The M. genalis genome assembly is available at the Na-
tional Center for Biotechnology Information (BioProject PRJNA494872). Raw
sequences from the population genetic study are available at National
Center for Biotechnology Information (BioProject PRJNA494983). Genome
annotation files are available at Zenodo (DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.3735554).
Other results are available as Datasets S1–S5. Code is available at https://
github.com/kapheimlab/mgen_genome_plasticity.
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